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STlIDENT NEWSPAPE~ OFTHE NATIONAL LAW CENTER
THE GEORGEWASHIN~TON UNIVERSITY SEPTEMBER 12, 1973
,
Eisenhower Entrance Expedited
,r • . '. '. . . •
by KenPeterson and Alan D. Wiene'r , hassincegraduated,asked Deah Potts if
David Eisenhower was admitted to the - Eisenhower could be admitted if he received
National Law Center this summer by a series an "early out" from the Navy. Dean Potts
of extraordinary exceptions .to adrnlsslons replied yes, conditioned on acceptable grades
policy. It has also been revealed that such·and LSAT scores. Potts is the dean of the
exceptions ftavebeen made in the past fora. graduate program at NLCand is also on the
few military personnel and for congressional Admissions. Committee, on which he has
, staff members. Eisenhower was in the Navy served longerthanany other member.
, until May 1973. ' The February discussion with Eisenhower's
Associate Dean Edward Potts told The friend was treated as an informal application,
Advocate that obtaining such exceptions at 'in order to qualify Eisenhower forNLC's
NLC "is a near impossibility for a student just normal March 1 application deadline. Dean
out of undergraduate school." Potts then made "inquiries"as to Eisen-
, In. contrast to NLC, Georgetown Law hower's record at Amherst College in Massa-
School's Dean, Adrian Fisher, after meeting chusetts, which Dean Potts determined was
personally with Eisenhower this August, "excellent." ,
refused to waive his school's admissions re- . Early in May; Eisenhower'received his dis-
'quirements and would not consider Eisen- charge/from the Navy. Accordlnq to Dean
hower's application.... .. , Potts, he then completed his formal appllca-
NLC officials made four major exceptions tion. However, in early August a tenured NLC
for Eisenhower. The first was treating a verbal faculty member asked the Admissions office
inquiry by a friend of Eisenhower's as an whether Eisenhower had completed an appli-
, informal application. The second was review- cation, and was told that there .was only a
ing his undergraduate records before a formal single letterfroma third party in Eisenhower's
, application was made. The third was making a
special request for early reportlnq of Eisen- [Please Turn to P. 2,CoI.1]
hower's LSAT scores. The fourth was a special
.polling of Admissions, Committee members, '.
lncludlnq "telephone' calls; toapproveElsen-
hower's admission.
'. Eisenhower's initial contact with NLC was
. in late February of, this year. At that time, a
friend of Eisenhower's, a NLC student who
-:" .
New Marijuana Defense Raised
by Chuck leone' 'of Botany at the University of In most jurisdictions "only
. Are the present criminal, Maryland, and a specialist in possession of Cannabis sa-
laws against marijuana en- plant taxonomv.ithere : are tive is illegal. In the District of .
forceable? Apparently not, more than three species of Columbia possession of a
according to a story which marijuana. The first two types "narcotic' drug" is,a ,crime
began circulating after State of cannabis recognized, Can- pursuant to D.C. Code, Title
v. Wilcox, (Case No. 72-8752, nabis sativa, which grows'in 33,Section 33-402, (1967). The
Circuit Ct.,11th'Judicial Cir- North, America (including definition of a narcotic drug
cuit of Florida,' Dade County). Mexico) and Cannabis indica, which is found in -Sectlon
was decided April 3 1973 in which grows in India, were 33-401 (a) includes"cannabis"
. Miami, Florida. ' '. ' , identified in the 18th c¢~tury, which is further defined as
As reported in an Under- 'and are both slightly hallucen- "all parts of the plant Canna-
ground Press Syndicate re- ogenic. Other types are Can- bis sativa L. .. " in Section
port, a Miami teenager was nabisruderalis, which grows 33-401(rn), Slmllarly, wider
, acquitted of marlluanacharq- in the eastern Soviet Union, . federal law, possession for
.es after a Harvard botanist, Cannabis gigan tea, which sale of. certain '''contrplI~d
Dr. Richard Shultes, convinc- grows throughout Southeast substances" are defined as
ed the, jury that there are Asia and is. reported to be crimes by 21 USCA 828(a),841
multiple varieties of mari- extremely hallucinogenic, and (a), and' 844(a). Marijuana. is
juana, but only one- is illegal. an unnamed, unreported hal- made a controlled substance
The three species mention- ,Iucinogenic variety" which is by 21 USC 812. By statute, 21
ed by the expert were found in Southern Europe and USC 802(15), the term "mart-
Cannabis sativa, Cannabis the area of Afghanistan. huana (sic) means all parts of
indicia, and Cannabis ruder- Dr.Reveal, who has provid- the plant Cannabis sativa L
alis. Once the leaves from the ed information for use in "
three types of plants are dried preparation of the detense of Therefore, if the illegal form'
and crushed" not even an a marijuana prosecution in of marijuana is defined by law
expert can distinguish them. Hagerstown,Maryland, states as Cannabis sativa and that
Furthermore, Dr. Shultes not- that it is probably impossible species of the cannabis plant
ed that there is no specific to . distingUish cannabis cannot be distinguished from
chemical analysis which can 'species .by chemical tests the other species, which are
be used to tell one species because "there would be 'not illegal, the' government
from another. chemical' differences from will be unable to prove Its
According to Dr. James population to population even case In future 'marijuana
Reveal, Assistant Professor among the same species.,,'[Please Turn·to P. 2. Col. 4j
<SBARepqrt
. by Carol A. Elder "
Our thanks to all those who helped to
make the Book Exchange a success this
fall. This is the first time in three years
.that the SBAhas operated theexchanqe,
and because of the cooperation and parti-'
cipation of so many-students, we plan on
running a Spring exchange later this 'year.
Over $2,100.00 changed hands,and over.
270 books were sold. The SBA made no
profit, but simply acted as a central col-
lection 'and distribution point for books
and money ..
All those who have books that were un-
sold: the SBA office in Bacon 101A will be
. openThursday, September 13, and Friday, .
.septernber 14, between the hours of one
and. four· p.m -. for book pick-up. For
evening students, the office will be open
onThursday and Friday between 'five and
six p.m. If you do not collect your books at
one of these times, the SBA will hold the -
books torone week and then donate them
. 'to the D.C. Jail.
Lockers. Many apologies for the innum-
erable hassles experienced this fall with.
locker assignments. As some .ot you'
know, we had a firm understanding with ..,
the Physical Plant Department that the old
locks on lockers would be removed before
we - assigned the new locker space.
Needless to say,' the old locks' were not
removed until after the new assignments
were made, with the obvious conse-
',quences. To add to the confusion, several
new locks were snipped off in the process'
'of trying to ridthe halls of the-old locks.
We all have better things to do with our
time, so to aid the SBA next year and the
next generation. of locker. occupants-
. please remove your locks at the end of the'
year. Thank you.
2-September 12, 1973, , w4r Allunrafr
Eisenhower Admission Criticized
[Continued from Page 1]'
file, and no application forms. An Advocate
reporter was also told by the Admissions Of-
fice in August that Eisenhower had not com-
pleted an application.
(When questioned asto other contradictions
concerning Eisenhower's file, Dean Potts
explained that he had suffered a heart attack
last winter and his memory as to related
events might be, confused because of the
stress he was under at that time.)
Eisenhowerdid not take his LSAT until July
28, 1973. The vast majority of students must
take the LSAT in October or December to meet
application deadlines. Dean Potts stated that
Eisenhower took the test late because he had
been stationed in the Mediterranean, and was
therefore unable to take the test earlier.
However, if Eisenhower had been interested
in law school in February he could have taken
the LSAT in April. The cut-off date for that test
was March 7. The April LSAT was offered in
Florence, Italy, where Eisenhower, then with
the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean, could
have taken it. '
The Educational Testing Service, which
runs the LSAT, also arranges, on request,
special testing locations for students who are
more than a hundred miles from a testing
location. Scores are good for two years, so if ,
Eisenhower hadn't received his early dis-
charge he still could have used his scores next
year. A
After Eisenhower took the test, NLC offi-
cials requested ETS to send them his scores
immediately after grading, even before the
results were sent to Eisenhower. This is an
extraordinary procedure which law schools
may use in exceptional cases. According to
Dean Potts, NLC has only used this procedure
a few times before. '
Upon receiving the scores from ETS,. Dean
Potts conducted apoll of four out of the five
members of the Admissions Committee. (The
fifth was out of town.) The poll included calls,
to members' homes. The Committee approved
the admission, and an acceptance was sent to
Eisenhower. Admissions Committee members
are the chairman, Dean Kirkpatrick, Dean
Potts, and Professors Ferster, H. P. Green,
and Weaver.,
Dean Potts admitted that the Eisenhower'
admission was exceptional" particularly the
treatment of a verbal inquiry by a third party as
an informal application. However, he says he
would do the same for any military man in a
similar situation.
. Dean Potts says that another Navy enslqn,
also with the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean,
did receive special treatment this past year.
Last winter, the ensign wrote Dean Kirkpatrick
asking if he could be admitted to NLC if he
obtained an extended leave this fall. His letter
was regarded as an informal application. (The
ensign did not receive his extended leave and
, is not at NLC thlsfall.)
As justification for treating mil itary
personnel differently than other applicants,
Dean Potts says, "The essence of the question
is that somebody straight out of undergrad-
uate school is in' a much different position
than somebody who has been in the military
for three or four years. Although 'he has
learned from hls military experience, the rnlll-
tary man in a way has lost those years of
education. Therefore, in some cases he
should be treated differently." Potts also
claims that, because of their enlistment obli-
gation, military personnel are not free agents,
as are civilians who have been out of school
WRITEFORUS
. OlVERSON BAR REVIEW
The'Most Successful Course for the
VIRGINIA BAR FOR OVER 20 YEARS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF COURSES FOR THE DECEMBER AND FEBRUARY,
ViRGINIA BAR EXAMINATIONS' '
"':"Da, and Night Sections":""
, for several years.
Dean Potts says that because of his long
membership on the Admissions Committee
and because of his political activity, he often
receives requests from members of Congress
to help out in the admissions of their staff
members or potential staff members. Dean
Potts defends such assistance by ,saying,
"The' way I view those requests is, if we can
help out a well-qualified candidate whose
member of Congress needs him on his staff,
we're serving the best interests of this institu-
tion as well as the national interest."
, Although he's well known as an active
Republican, Dean Potts says there was no
conflict of interest in the Eisenhower admis-
sion. In fact, Dean Potts says that over the
years he's helped out more Democrats than
Republicans. (Dean Potts managed Spiro
Agnew's gubernatorial campaign in 1966,
once ran for Congress as a Republican, and
was a delegate to the 1972 Republican conven-
tion.)
In August, Eisenhower sought admission at
Georgetown Law School. Eisenhower was too
late to meetthe Georgetown application dead-
line and met wlthGeorqetown's Admissions
Director to obtain a waiver. This requestwas
denied.
Georgetown Law School Admissions Office
confirmed that Eisenhower then appealed
directly to the Dean of the Law School, Adrian
Fisher.
Dean Fishermet Eisenhower and refused to
overrule the Admissions Director or make an
exception. Dean Fisher woLild not comment
specifically on his meeting with Eisenhower'
but told The Advocate, reWedo not waive our
LSAT requirements. They [applicants] have to
take them,and we have to have a chance to
see them, before. considering a candidate."
'Mariiuana Defense
"[Continued from Page 1],
prosecutions. ,
Assistant Public Defend-
er Thom'as Morgan of
Miami has speculated that
the Florida decision would
have wide-ranging effect on
all future marijuana cases
unless police chemists
comeup with a new test to
distinguish the species.
Although news of the
Miami case is spreading
fast, the new defense has
apparently not' yet been
used in the local D.C. and
federal courts. It will .prob-
ably be presented soon.
Law Spouses Notes
"
. by Sue Stanford
, All married students and their spouses are invited to
join with other couples in a Wine and Cheese Tasting
party sponsored by the Law Spouses. It will be held
Saturday, September 29, at 8 P.M. in the new Alumni
',' Lounge at 714 Twenty-First'Street,N.W. .
A brief history of each wine and cheese will be given, in
addition to an introduction to the art of wine and cheese.
The cost will be about $2.50 per person. Reservations
may be made through September 28 by calling Laurie
Levinson (560-6173) or Sue Stanford (256-3027).
lONG COURSE Sept. 25-Dec. 8
STANDARD COURSE I Oct. 22-D~ -.~
MultistateAccelerated.C~urse Jan.7-Feb.20,1974
- Students p~annlng to take the February 1974muilistate blror both blrs
may take all three courses. ~ $190.00 '
$175.00
$160~00
$150.00
......-VA Approved--
OLVERSON BAR REVIEW COURSES PROVIDE THOROUGH PREp,ARATION '
FOR THE MULTISTATE AS WELL A,STHE ESSAY-TYPE EXAMINATIONS.
A Flexible Schedule Perrnlt~ Make~up Sessions for Ail SubJectl ~
'Attend a Class Without .Obllgatlon. .,
" '(
Call or Write for Further Information
. OLVERSON BAR REVIEW
Federal Bar Building West
, , 1819 H Street. N.W.
Washl'!gtOn, D.C. ~(202) 859-1722
tntematio,haJ StudentlD Card
, Eurail~ Britra" Pass -.. . . ... _~ :. ,. ,
.... - ..-...
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Alternative Transportation
by Paul Beck tread tires. PPV will have the same Heights, Michigan (a De- :wherever Rutherford takes
With gas rationing and The key to the, human- appeal: no pollution in thetroit suburb). The plan to ; it.
, shortages in the south and powered vehicle' is the' air and, no noise; good turn out 4,000 PPV',severy The PPV steers from the
midwest of this paved-over firm's "linear torque" drive exercise; and, most lrnpor- month, to be sold first in left seat with an aircraft-
land of ours, not to men- system. The Pedicar's. tant,lots of fun. bicycle shops, then styled handlebar, to which
tion worsening relations three-way pedal system Thus, Rutherford ..views through other outlets, at a is attached a hand-operated
with the Arab World, the allows the driver to pump his invention differently retail 'price of $329. brake grip. The stick shift
circumstances have sud- with only one foot if he so. from Bundschuh' of the • sits between the passen-
denly presented an oppor- chooses, or to use both Pedicar. He believes the Rutherford sees PPV gers. Security is the same
tune moment for us to con- feet alternately, or when an PPV will be popular '.and having at least four specific as for a bike-chain and
sider alternatives to the extra Surge of power is useful, but more for recrea- appeals: 1)family fun: padlock. . .
almighty car. needed, to depress both tion than for economic and husband comes home from
I personally do not look pedals at the same time. social chores. work to suburbia and takes Rutherford plans to
f . h V '11 the Ilttle woman for' a inaugurate shortly a deluxeor salvation in a lowering' 'Moreover, the driver can However,t e PP WI - d I . h II h
f I, . b hl .. btv. II relaxlnq spin; 2) retirement mo e Wit an a -weat ero gaso inepnces, ut t IS change gears on the five- proba y be equa y as ' d dl
f I h f' II b f . I f d areas'. folks ln thelr 60's top an a ra 10.ue s ortage may rna y e speed synchromesh trans- unctlona or erran s as
just what we have needed mission - system at any the Pedicar, because the and 70's have easily driven I Rutherford doesn't advo-
to push us to some rational time, whether or not the two vehicles are essentially the car;.3) college and cate taking the PPV on a
conclusions about our vehicle is in motion. capable of performing'the university campuses: many highway, particularly in
transportation problems. Robert L. Bundschuh, same tasks. have banned cars, bicycles heavy traffic. He visualizes,
In addition to the wide- the 38-year-old inventor have their limitations, instead, PPV roads built
spread advocacy of mass and aircraft engineer who Rutherford and four of whereas a PPV not only parallel to most main
transit, and the poputarlza- designed the Pedicar,says his colleagues-all of carries two people but has roads. (This invokes rather
tion of the bicycle and his drive system can con- whom are former General room behind the seats for upsetting visions of PPV
motorcycle, there is ano- 'vert 96 per cent of the force Motors men-are setting four shopping bags or drivers suffering' and be-
ther alternative. exerted on the pedals into up three assembly lines in several children; and' 4) coming sick from the
'I am talking about a driving power. a small factory in Ruther- Iyoung people, who seem to i fU.mes from fuel-powered
vehicle known alternatively The pedicar weighs ford's hometown; Sterling [be crazy about the little car vehicles).
as the Pedicar or the slightly more than 100
People Power' Vehicle (or pounds, stands about four
PPV). Actually, each of feet high, and. is about
these is quite different. three feet wide. Sitting
* * * atop its 58-inch wheelbase
, is a welded aluminum alloy bYJosephF. Pripusich '
Last spring, you may chassis and a body made of Anyone who has driven
have witnessed or heard cycolac (the same material through (or, heaven forbid,
about Senator Alan Cran- used in football helmets). It walked through) a slum
ston (D.-Calif.) riding 'a rides on four bicycle-type neighborhood has no doubt
Pedicar in a race with pho- spoke wheels,two of which seen the old winos who like
tographers from the Senate havedisc brakes. to congregate around the
Office Building to the Capi- The cockpit, with an ad- local liquor store. Upqn
tol. According to the Wash- jus tab Ie ant i-w hip Iash witnessi~g such a scene,
ington Post story, he won. bucket seat and collapsible t~e fashlona~le. and pre-
More importantly, he won aircraft-type steering yoke dlctable reaction of most
cleanly, I.e., without ex- accommodates an adult up -,people is to feel ~ompas-
haust fumes. to six-foot-four, with space sron for the derelicts and
Environmental Transport left over for a pre-schooler contempt for the places,
Corporation, the Windsor, and a couple of bags of sU~h as Ii,quor. stor~s,
Conn. firm which is going groceries. which s.eemrngly contrlb-
to produce the pedal- * * * ute heavily to the problems'
powered vehicle, states these people have. Numer-
that itis capable of speeds The second alternative is ous articles written on
up to 15 miles an hour and called a People Powered inner city life have been
requires rio more effort Vehicle (PPV), built by Dick supplemented with photos
than the average person Rutherford.' depicting scenes much like
would expend in walking In contrast to' the Pedi- the one described above.
the same route. car, Rutherford's PPV is All of this makes for
The Senate Commerce low-slung, six and one-half interesting conversation
Committee wants to gauge feet long, four feet wide. It but leaves out a very,
the vehicle's potential as a weighs 100 pounds, just important, albeit obscure,
, solution to urban pollution like -the Pedicar. Nonethe- facet of the local liquor
and traffic congestion. less, it looks something store, namely that such
Production of the Pedi- like a motorboat mounted establishments provide a
car has already begun, and on three wheels. It has very useful service to the
Pedicars are now available three speeds';'and it can be poorer people of inner city
for sale. Power is attained pedaled by one or two communities. The best way
via two foot pedals; steer- riders. to illustrate this point is to:
.lng, through an airplane- With four strong legs, describe an experience I
type wheel. The price is I.e., two gifted young ath- had last May.
$550. letes, working j simultane- Like everyone else in
Many uses have been ously, the PPVcan travel as pursuit of a. degree,' I
suggested for the Pedicar, fast as 35 miles an hour in needed a summer job to
including local driving and short bursts. The average raise enough money to keep
interplant and campus. cruising speed is 12 to 15 my habit going in the fall.
transportation.', .-Legally, .mph.. : . . My sixth attempt at getting
Pedicars are' .classified as Rutherford· is 'proud of hired for one involved an
bicycles by all states, and his pollution-free and advertisement which read
must therefore adhere to all noise-free vehicle. He be- . as follows:·
bicycle traffic rules,' ac- Iieves·it is the wave of the LIQUOR SALES
cording to a company future. For eVidenc;:eof $3.00/HOUR
spokesman. popular trends, he points. and gave the address.
In test runs, the vehicle to the U.S. cycle industry, ..The only thing I knew
has been driven up a 21 per which will set an all-time about the neighborhood
cent or 12 degree snow~ record this year by selling was that it was close to the
covered slope at a walking an estimated 11 million Capitol, and the only thing
speed without using snow- bikes~ He asserts that his I cared about regarding the
Liquor Store Lifestyle
, . .
job was that it paid pretty down and screarnlnp about
well for a summer job. So the prices of booze, about
after talking with Bob (the Bob, and about how hewas
.owner), I decided to make a ready for a fight with Bob
trip down for an lntervlew.. right then and there. "An'
I got off the bus at 5th there's ma knife!" he
and Penn and walked up shrieked, slamming a pock-
fifth street through what et knife· down on the
was a rather run-down counter, "Le's go!" All the
neighborhood that got while the other people in-
worse as I got closer to the the store, lncludlnq Bob,
store. The owner had a were laughing in unison,
; classic face of the trade: while I still couldn't believe
greasy hair framing a large they were just kidding. But
mouth chomping vigorous- they were.
lyon a cigar. No sooner did Once things had settled
we start in on the details of down, Pinky decided to
the job when in walked a· strike up a conversation
wiry old man who stepped with me. We talked about
right up to the counter, which horses were good
leaned over just inches picks at Pimlico, and about
away from Bob, shouted Watergate. I couldn't relax
some obscenities and then enough to talk much, but it
stomped out as I watched didn't matter because he
openmouthed. "That's was relaxed enough for
Pinky," Bob chuckled, both of us.
I'Don't pay him no mind, Talking to Pinky made
he's harmless.",' me realize that this liquor
I watched Pmkycross store and probably most
t~e street and he~d over to inner city liquor stores are -
~IS place of res'd.ence-~ essential parts of the
fllthX townhouse With brok- physical community, as
en wmdows and weathered well as the lifestyles of'
d?or attached by only one many of the residents. Take
hmge, and ~arbage strewn them away and there would
about the tiny front yard. be a tremendous void in the
"I've ~ad a couple guys lives. of many of these
com~ 10 here askrng about people, a void which would
the Job and the danger. be difficult if not impossi-
Ther~'s no danger," Bob ble to fill.
continued, "But man you .
gotta . have a car to get As for me, I never took.
home at night." the job at Pickwick, and
Pinky had just come probably wo~ld haveturned
back in and started engag- It down even If I had access.
ing in some horseplay with . to a car. The people were
a couple of the customers. friendly but I still felt fear,
Bob collared the old man and when the unexpected
as he Shouted, "Pinky rainshower finally let up I
that's enough! I'm gonna ran oU,tthe-?oor as fast as
throw you outa here next 'my lily-WhIte legs and
t~me!" To which Pinky middle-class values could
began jumping up and carry me.
- -'"' ........... u 44". __ ..> • ,..... ~,,"'_~._ __ " .. o..:. ,_ •. ..-_. __ _,_ '-_ .. ..,.; .. ' . __ :"'.:... ~ __ __ ._ ' :.. _, ;....,_~_*_ ..""-.:.... ~ ""-_ ~."'_ .._ ..__ .._ '_- ~ __ ._, _.;.., _ _.~._ _:_ ..,._'i" __ _ "".,_._. _,..~ ' ,, ,.J. __ .__ ••• _._ ' _~ _.: •
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Grim Soviet Rea/ftfes
by Arthur Lesenger Originally I was of the and increasing, extraordi-
The Soviet Union hasn't opinion that the detente' nary shipping and adrnlnls-
changed in fifty years. reached between the Unit- trative costs, all to be
Witness the recent public - ed States and the Soviet incurred by the taxpayer.
The admission to this law school ,of any Individual "confessions of guilt" by- Union was a long overdue' We received dollars in
applicant is normally not a particularly newsworthy event, convicted dissidents Victor event. I've changed my return that reduced our
and ordinarily does not result in a front-page article in The Krasin and pyota Yakir in a mind. There is absolutely negative balance -of pay-
Advocate. We can not pretend, however, that the Moscow press conference no reason to view the USSR' ments. Also the Ford
controversial case of David Eisenhower is merely an of September 5,1973. It other than what in fact it is. Corporation is said to be
ordinary admission . like any other. The' publicity was, reported that they Everything that country ,planning, with .the United
generated by this admission, and the many rumors which recited rehearsed testimo- stands for we are against. , States' approval, the big-'
have surrounded it, have compelled an investigation by ny recanting all their past There is no basis in fact gest truck plant in the
our reporters. - "subversive" - and "illegal" to believe that the USSR is 'world, located in the Soviet
The conclusion of this investigation has been that activities. Also witness the' no longer a threat to our Union.
several exceptions from normal procedures were in fact ,Soviet press attacks 'on security. The only reason It seems ludicrous to do
made, in o~der to facilitate Eisenhower's admission. At physicist Andrei D. Sakha- that it doesn't flex its this and feed the people of
the same tlrne, some of the more outrageous rumors, rovand writer -Alexander I. muscles more often is due the Soviet Union at our
w~ich have circulated around the Nat!onal Law Center Solzhenitsyn Ior.thelr "anti- to its respect of our power' expense when we stand on
this semester have been found to be without substance. Soviet" propaganda and '" principle and embargo
We do not castigate Eisenhower for taking advantage of 'activities. ' ! trade from Rhodesia. The
, the.privlleges of.fered !o.him; rather, it/i~' the general NLC Witness the develop- only factor that explains
policy of special, pnvlleges -for certain categories of ments surrounding the Uni- Wednesday , the situation is that the
applicants which we condemn. The Eisenhower case is versity Games held a USSR is big and powerful,
simply the most blatant and well-known example of this month ago in the Soviet and 'the United States
policy., , Union where the Israeli wants to be on cordial"
The gross inequity which results when a fully qualified teams were harrassed and and its own internal ineffi- terms regardless of the
applicant is deprived of admission to the law school, in Soviet Jews' who came to clency and mismanage- manner in which' Russia
order to give preference to one who meets the criteria of root the Israeli -team on ment. If it weren't for these conducts its domestic at-
privi~ege, is. appalling. -, - . ' we're beaten and eventually two factors, we would con- fairs. Rhodesia, on the
It ISespecially outrag.eous for a.law school to eng.age tn officially barred from see- tinually have trouble with' other hand, is insign./fi-
such practices, denying equall.ty of opportunlty- to ing the competition. In them. cant, and we can salve our
pot.entlal. membe~s <;>fa pr~fesslon which supposedly. - those', same games the So how then does our moral conscience by exag-
beheves In the pnnclple of, Equal Justice, Un,der Law. . Cuban team received an present government see -gerating our outrage' to
We co~demn ~nyadmissions po.licy which discrimi- extremely .rnodest : repri- that it's to our advantage to their apartheid policies and,
nat~s agamst (or In f.avor~f) any appll.c~nt, whether C?~ the mand for their outrageous "settle our differences" and being heavy with them.
baSIS of that applicant s race, religion, sex" mltltary conduct in the brawl that open the way to ~'negotia- Of course, practicalities
status, or prestige of employer or relatives. , they initiated with the, tion"? Convince me that take the edge off theory,
It is time to establish a policy of admission by merit" United" States basketball the, grain deal was an and more often than not
~ithoutfegard t~ irrelev.ant factors which may have been" team when- they/~:\were extraordinary bargain. The tend to replace it, but why
Improperly cons Id.ered.m the past. The law s~hooll' and losing in the final_lJ1.inutes ledger shows high domes- with the. Soviet Union,
the legal profession, can' 11/ afford to contmuesuch· of play. .', tic grain and meat prices [Please Tum to P.- 8:Col.1]
discriminatory practices, in the future. " . ' '. - '
We urge an immediate investigation lnto.thls policy of Letter to the Editor:
privilege by the SBA's admissions advisory com-mittee, 'A'"V·· . - f "A - ; '. h
and by an appropria~e faculty committee. It is lo~g past. -- lew ro m, ,n t IOC
time for such-practices to cease, and for admissions
,decisions to be restricted to questtons of merit. To the Editor: mentioned that Antioch's impression that the system
.1 read with great interest clinical program this sum- of legal education at the
the article published in the mer, was reorganized to Antioch School of. Law
August 30 issue of The rectify most of the lnade- exemplifies a perfect model
Advocate,writtenby Arthur quacies of the original for the law school of the
The Advocate has moved. We are !lOW located in' our Lesenger titled, "Clinical design, .a fact which Mr. , future. It is only a begin-
new office inthe basement of Bacon Hair. Room 11. Our Law: A Disappointment". I Lesengerfailed to discover. nlng, a point of departure.
office telephone number is 676-7325. ' . , had hoped the critique of ,It is further implied by But, I do submit Antioch's
Effective with.the next issue (deadline 5:00 P.M." the AntIoch School of Law Mr. Lesengerthat Antioch - beginning is far from the
Friday, September '21) all copy is to be·delivered to this' -offered by Mr.U~senger students do not have a ·"disappointment" which
office. We welcome the'commentsofour readers on any would prove to be, an "solid background.of what, ,Mr. Lesenger describes. I
subject. All letters to the editor should also be sent to accurate reflection of the the law is and how to find , hope Mr. Lesenger's article
, Bacon Hall, Room 11. .', problems which I encount-. it". I find this implication isnot representative of the
We thank the Student Bar Association for its kind, ered as·a member of the -personally offensive. Every research habits and, fact
consideration in allowing- us the temporary use of its f!rst clas~ of thatinstitu-, member of the first year development techniques
office until our own office became available, to us. tlon. It IS general know- class at Antioch received a taught at the National Law
- . ledge that Antioch exper- comparable number oftra- Center.' For no competent
ienced a great deal of ditional classroom hours of lawyer would base his
turmoil during the past instruction in the basic entire case solely upon the
year. ·Unfortunately Mr. SUbjects of contracts, impressions of one wit-
Lesenger's article does not' torts, constitutional law, ness, as Mr. Lesenger
,.'·accurately describe the criminal law. and proca- seemed to base his entire'
factors which played a role dure, administrative law, article solely on the im-
o(~~. in creating that turmoil. evidence, civil procedure" pressions of one departing
The article suggests that and legal research. The Antioch student. Thus I
the Antioch 'clinical pro-, ability of the professors wish Mr. Lesenger and all
gram was "excessively 'who taught these courses' others interested, in the,
, Joshua Kaufman dwelled on". As applied to ranged, as does the ability Antioch program would
, Photographer the majority, of Antioch of professors at any law take the time to visit the
students this statement is school, from fair to excel- scho'ol, talk with its stu-
entirely inaccurate. If any ,lent. Thus, - Antioch stu- dents and professors, and
criticism is 'to be made of . dents had the opportunity observe the classes and
Antioch's clinical program, to learn as much "solid clinical sessions before
such criticism should fo- law" as students at a making an assessment of
, cus on the lack of organlz- traditional school like G.W. the viability of the idea
ation within the program It Is again unfortunate that upon which Antioch School
( which resulted In a limited Mr. Lesenger was unable to of Law is predicated.
The oplnlonsexpressed by our cOlumnists are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the cli nIcal experience for a elicit these facts before he Jon Wei Iinghoff'
views of The Advocaffl. the National Law Center, or the George Washington University. certain number of the wrote his article. Class of "75"
students. It should be I do not intend to give the Antioch School of Law
Specio! Privilege
wqtAbuittn it
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. The album is a real treat' bv Jeff Menl,ck from the other albums. stars. ,
'-=J for blue days, and I'm sure, One of the -unfortunate While he is still' better in Jennings is the last of it's available at Discount
'occurrences in the record-I person, if you get a chance the singing cowboys, who Records and Record and Jenney's Restaurant at
ing of pop music is the to hear the album do so, really beqanas a ,country, T 1745 "F", Street, N.W.
common problem of over- and call your favorite radio rockabilly star singing with at~'90 over all of the jazz . [telephone DI7-8764], open
production. An artist will . station and ask them to Elvis. I think he was a reissues would take a year.. daily for dinner from 5:30
go Into a studio and sing play it. ,member of the Crickets,' Fantasy 'continues to lead til 9:45.
his songs, with either just I reacted in a similar Buddy Holly's backup, the way .in terms of, both
his guitar or a band like the fashion to Alex Harvey's group. His records are quantity and quality" as Within ;easywalking dis-
one he uses on stage, but appearance at the Cellar among RCA's biggest sell- , well as value. .They did ten tance of the campus,
by the time the session is Door this .sumrner, I knew ers and 'hls latest, Honky .more two-fers (two Ips for a4enney's meets the stu-
over fifteeh additional that he had written "Delta "Tonk Heroes, which tea- $6.98 list price) on the' dent's requirements of e-
tracks have been added to' Dawn" and "Reuben tures the Shavers song ot Milestone label which was conomy and Informality.
the tape, and the resulting James", both of which had the same name, shows material from the old. The menu is Pan-Asian,
syrup is far removed from been hits for other people. why. He, is one of the ,Riverside catalogue. Inclu- ' which not only includes all "
the "live" sound of the His second Capitol album, finest at combining country ded among them were fine the old usuals such as
artist. Souvenirs, had come to me soul With rock musician- sets from Charlie Byrd and, chowmein, sweet and sour
Two. recent record re- last fall and been swlftty ship and 'reaching out for, Wes Montgomery, Sonny pork"egg fu yung, etc., but
leases that I could compare assigned to the "eh?"· bin. broad-based appeal. He Rollins' Freedom Suite, ,a' number of more exotic
closely to the In-person He was in town during a sings the material of peo- and Bill -. Evans' Village items, at least for the
appearances will prove i1- tour to promote his third pie like Krlstotterson, New- Vanguard sessions.' ,Washington area. Korean,
lustrative. Late last winter, album True Love, and while bury, Steve Young and Columbia had a great Thai, Viet-Namese, and
Mickey Newbury came into I thoroughly enjoyed his Danny O'Keefe as well if release in their two-record even Mongolian items are
town and a small group of performance in person, the not better than many of Stars of the Apollo Theater to be found on the menu.
' people got together with album suffers by comparl- them.· Speaking of, 0' set. The album" features .
him for a very informal son, again partially be- Keefe, his second album many cuts of black per- " \ ' Beef Korean Style is' a
evening in his hotel room. cause it is, overproduced. for Atlantic, Breezy Sto- 'formers who haveappeared house specialty and to. be
He had his guitar, and after. Harvey.too, is writing in' ries,was one of, the few at the .Apolloover the highly recommended, con-
everyone99t acquainted hea country-flavored vein,delights in a dreary listen- years. Much of the humor, . sisting of small slivers of
began singing, not just' and he does put down ing summer. "Magdalena" with lots of double enten- well-cooked beef marinated,
Mickey Newbury songs, some fine tunes. I keep was one of the prettiest dres, made these songs in garlic and spices. The
but Gershwin, Percy May- hoping that- one of these' tunes I have heard get unfit for airplay whenthey.. Peking Duck and Mongol-
field and other jazz- days record company exec- airplay in a long while. were first released, but the ian' Stove (both must be,
oriented material; utives will stop looking for As I said, this summer 'album has many fine cuts ordered in advance) are
Newbury is one of the sure hit formulae, and, was pretty dreary for music on' lt..; including Bessie attractive for those willing
many country flavored begin letting an artist make releases. Most of the Smith's "Give Me a Pig- to experiment.
singer-songwriters who ,f t" "I W nna Hot Dog
have become increasingly 00, ,,' a" ,," ',,' The Mongolian Stove
popular and' important in For" My, RO,~I,bY,' Butter-requires three days prepar-
pop music. His surprise hit':' bea~s,.and ~usie.s ;~atur~., "atton 'and'a 'minimum of
of a couple years ago was day Nlg~t, Fish Frx Wlt~ .. four peopie.It consists of a
Pearl, Bailey and. Moms, charcoal stove placed on
the patriotic medley "An Mabley, and the list goes the table, from which eachAmerican Trilogy", but
none of his other' songs on. , ; " . ' . individual takes his fill and
have clicked commercially. . .A:tlantlcs .major contn- cooks his or her meat to
I attributed part of the but Ion was two .two-record 'taste. Besides such vege-
problem to overproduction. sets from the old C?ommo- tables as bamboo shoots,
He has recorded two al- dore label, featurmg ,the the whole is lightly season-
bums for Elektra in a great tenor sax players of ,edwith ginger. "'[hemeans
recording studio, and while his own music in the studio thlnqsthat exerted me were the band era. Both ,~re ,Ia plentiful supply of both
both of them contain some without cluttering it up. some, more jazz reissues two-record sets, also pno- . Iamb and beef. Also served
of the finest song-stories -, Since we've begun with a from several labels, the last ed a~$6.98", with one with this dish are doughy
around, they are much too couple of country boys Dan.Hicks album (perhaps), featunng Lester Young, blahdMongolian rolls. The
cluttered we'll keep in that vein for a and a totally outrageous Chu Berry and Ben Web· proprietors take great pride
That night in the' hotel while. Although I havebeen album from Patrick _Sky ster, and the-other. featur- in this stew; this reviewer
'room, however, I saY" thea bluegrass freak fora long ,that is guaranteed to offend ,'~r~n~o~:~~ Hawkins and ,w,asless than enthuslastic.
talent that' he has as' a time,l'd never been able to every?ne,Songs That Made Wess is the only artist '
performer and his ability to get into country music Amertc,a Famous. '. with whose work I was not Many of the dishes come
spin a beautltul web with much until very recently, so ' Sky spent a couple of already familiar, but Iwas :~tu~{i~neJ~~~:ia~~~ ~~~
just his I,(oiceand gui.tar. that I havedeveloped some years, a.nd sev~ral recordc very imp'ressed with his,
W II t th t f the f I' 'nl on a very try g to get esting. For the uninitiated,e aspen , e res 0 ee mgs 0 y , ,cho.mpalbnJes,I In d F' I' style of, playing. All of the. the're are pre-planned com-night urging that his next casual basis/My reactions' t IS a urn re ease. Ina -t . I i II d '
album be a "live" concert are also" much ,stror:Jger ,Iy Gene Rosenthal, who ~a :~~ p~~~Jc~e :~~o~o; .ple~e dlnner~, ,some oJ
performance without. the towards the writers than, owns Adelphi records here those who: think' the sax which a.reqUite 900~, an
addition of an orchestra of some of the interpreters. ; In Silver Spring and also beganwith Bird and 'Trane In. particular tThhe.D~rean
pedal steel guitars. ' " BiI!y Joe Shaver is yery distributes, rri~ny sma!ler get these sets and listen t~ Dinner and the, al Inner
The album has been 'hot nght now, as a wnter., blues, folk and Jazzspeclal- Prez and Hawk ' ' (hot).
recorded, but it was only Both Tom T. Hall and ty labels In the area, put < •
pressed in a limited 'Quan- Waylon Jennings recently out the record.
tity for reviewers and radio putout albums featuring I don't think I've laughed I
stations. It Is as delightful his material, and Columbia at an album of musical
as I would have expected. released his first Ip Old material as much in years.
Warners ought to have .Five and Dimer~; Like Me. "Fight For Liberation" will
Elektra release this Ip to Shavers writes the modern bother hawks. "Radcliffe,
the public, as they did with, country way' telling his Highway" will no doubt do
,the live Randy Newman stories about his trvel and more to champion male
album a couple of years the people he knows. One chauvinism In its 27 sec-
ago. of his really fine songs Is onds than many years of
The album contains "Willie the Wandering Gyp- lecturing. "Vatican Cask.;.
Newbury's beautiful ver- sy and Me" which was ets" gets both caskets and
sions of "Summertime", written about WIllie Nel- the funeral business, and
"Please Send Me Someone son, anotherln that boiling "Child Molesting Blues"
to Love", "How I, Love underground .of country does It to the "authentic
Them Old Songs", and singers who are about to ."foikle" blues freaks, as a
other Newbury material become full-fledged pop great put-on.
. w~r-A~uoratr
Men ick'sM U5 icaIMontage
Meeting for
New Staff
There will be a meet-
'Ing for new members of
our staff In The Advo-
cate office (Bacon Hall
basement, Room 11) on
Thursday, Sept. 13, at
4:00, P.M. and 8:00
P.M. All persons Inter-
ested In writing for The
.Advocate are Invited to
attend either of. these
meetings.
.'September 12, 1~73-:-?
Dining Out ', In D'.C.
by Richa,rd B. Abttil
, Jenney's great advantage
is economy. A full dinner
can run as (low as $2.50,
and' as, high as one's
gluttony permits. The lia-
bilities are poor atmos-
phere, occasionally ques-
tionable cleanliness, and
definitely declining stan-
dards from previous years.
At one time Jenney's was
one of the "In" spots forthe
Washington ' avant-garde '
set. Now It seems to have
, become a haven for lost
bureaucrats and pseudo-
socialists.
6-September 12, 1973
- ,
Election 'Z2Seen. with 'Feor and Loathing'
_ by Mark Leemon -- magazine articles, is"IIIus- ment" of --Musl<le by Mc- an uninhibited character cian, and a lot of people
Fear and Loathing on trated by Ralph Steadman,. Govern's good friend, Sen- who terrorized the. "Spec- became disillusioned. The
the Campaign Trail '72 Is. one of the most brutally ator Harold Hughes of lal". while, for. example, ,once proud reformer turns
the handiwork of Dr. Hunt- talented graphic artists Iowa. ""calling people like New up In Chicago, shakes,
er S. Thompson, a practl- allowed to wander around It Is a classic of modern York Times correspondent Mayor Daley's hand, and
tioner of what some people without supervision. political writing, which Johnny Apple an 'ugly little endorses Ed Hanrahan's
call "new [oumallsrn." Drugs are a cornerstone Theodore White could nev- 'wop.''' The Boohoo started candidacy ."for State's At-
However It may be categor-, of Thompson's life, or at er have done, because drinking heavily, and finally torney. \
ized, Fear and Loathing is a least that is the impression White's books paints por- .panlcked Senator Muskie· HST was, nonetheless,
highly personal, amusing, he attempts to convey -'-he traits without warts: White into' cuttlnq short a' appalled that President
and excessively obscene describes himself (when he - is incapable of the biting, public speech because this Nixon, "one of the most
view of the American' infiltrated a Youth for. hateful diatribes in which "dangerous freak wearing consistently unpopular pol-
political process in actlon.j Nixon "spontaneous" dem- .Thompson delights (HST [Thompson's] press badge iticians in, American his-
HST's hyperbolic likes and monstration) as a "weird- sees '. Humphrey, 'for 'was _ clawing at' his - tory, suddenly skyrockets
dislikes make him a doubt- looking, thirty-five-year-old example, as a "treacher- [Muskie's] legs and scream- to Folk Hero status while
ful witness, but they also' speed freak with half his ous, gutless, old warding for more gin." his closest adviso-rs are
give his work an -intensity hair burned out from over- heeler') because White, HST Is often 'guilty of ' being caught almost daily
that is one valuable supple-. indulgence .. ." It is not unlike Thompson, is inter- verbal overkill, as exempli- in nazi-style gigs' that
ment to the "straight" surprising then that drug ested in protecting or fled in some of his one- would have embarrassed
journalism of Campaign images abound in Fear and flattering potential sources liners (Presldent Nixon Is a Martin Bormann."
1972. Loathing. for his oeuvre concerning "greedy little hustler" and Nixon won the election
. ',' Indeed, HST sees poli-Ca.mpaign '76. . Mrs. Nixon is an "aging - partly because he kept his
Th.omp~on follo~ed the tics as an addiction to, HST's peculiarblend of Barbie doll"), but most of head down and partlyPresidential campaign from - ., " .. . . . S
December 1971 through power, a m.ean~to a pow~r- fact, OP.I~lon,and. ~utr!ght the time H T maintains a because McGovern really
December 1972. His tour ful ~drenalm high, as exhll- ' f~ntas'y-.ls. often .Irrltatmg, balance between vicious botched up: "It's hard to
was financed by" -h- aratmg as any product of since It IS Impossible to tell humor and insight see how George could have
ab d a muc . modern, extra-legal chem- where honest venom ends. .Muski~ in Wisconsin, d?ne any worse,......with or
u~e expense. account - istry, but also dangerous: and wishful .thinking with the shadow of his poor wlthou~ Kenned~ s help, or
.provlded by Rollmg St~ne "Too many adrenalin rush- . begins. Hubert Humphrey, showing. in the Florida even With .Char~es~,anson
magazine, for ~hlch es in any given time-span for example" is labeled an primary hanging over him, for a running mate..
Thomp~on was ~omm~lIy has the same effect on the amphetamine "'user. Not "talked like a farmer with , HST approach~d hl~ as-
the National Affairs Edlt~r 'nervous system as _too many people notice,. HST terminal cancer trying to slg~ment, he said, With a
as he cranked o~t serm- many electro-shock treat- claims, because 'Humphrey borrow, money on next, ~eslre ,t~ learn abou~. th~ ,
,monthly ~ood pieces on ments are said to have on "has always campaigned year's crop." ,- mechanr,cs a.nd realltl~s ,
the unfoldmg drama. the brain : after a while you like a rat in heat, and the .To feel at home at one of . ~resldentlal .election
The book is in large part start burning out the cir- only difference now is that hotel used by delegates top~htICS, and to ~nte about
a reprinting of these perl- cults." ' , , he is able to do it 18 hours the Republican Convention hls newly-acquired know-.
odic' reports, unedited ex- -Thompson's talent is a day instead of 10." one I should "look like ledge "as,clo~,eto the bone
cept for a handful of particularly well spent in '. The high point .of Fear somebody who just paid a as pOSSible., ' That. he'
footnotes, and arranged by brief character sketches,and Loathing is what has' , scalper $200 for a front row do~s, and With a fre!1zled
month Into ·chapters. These most notably in hate come to, be ,known '.as seat at the Johnny Carson flair t~at mak~s Fear. an~
are preceded by a brief pieces. However, HST did the "Boohoo' Incident", Show.", L0a,thmg a u.n.'quecom~l-
intrOduction, and are fol- like some people,' as evi- which occurred aboard HSTvoted for McGovern,natlon of ~ohtlcal analYSIS
lowed by a lengthy inter-! denced by a m9re.or less Senator Muskle's ill-fated bur he felt his ballot was and hystena.
view of Thompson by a' sympathetic "interview" he "Sunshine Special,"ca basically an anti-Nixon i-------'--'---'------.
probably nonexlstEm~ edi- had' with" McGovern in whistlestop campaign, ,statement. Thompson was
tor. . _ February 1972 concerning sweep during the Florida' disgusted by McGovern's
The book!,I.lke the earlier I the' unexpected endorse-' primary. The Booho~ was- attempt- to campaign in a
more ' traditional manner
once he secured the nomi- .
nation; McGovern was
suddenly not an anti-politi-
,CIClssroom.One Block Inside Capitol,. Beltway: '
9423 Georgia Ave'nue'-Silver Si"in9 Maryland' .'
BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL·
MARYLAND,BAR EXAM
L.ongCot!rse Commences Octobet,2, 1973
Short Course Commences ]atl:uar.y 2, 1974
, R~g;strat;ons are nowbein4gtalcen
FOR FURTHERINFORMA TION,
CONTACT:
,.,
Th~mas 1. Beight
570-D North FredfuiclcAvenue Gait.hersburg, Maryland 20760
Phone 948-6555 or 949-7350
NOTICE: Any student who does not
wish his or her address listed In the
1973-74 Student Directory should pre-
sent; In person, a written statement to
, that effect which includes full name,
student 1.0, number, address,and tele-
phone number to the Office of Student
,Activities, Marvin Center 1# 425-427by
5:00 p.m. Friday, Sept. 28th.
G WU RING DA Y TODA Y
Law Course, Books
,.. . .
I
Gilbert Law Reviews-
,
~egal Pa4s~& 'Folders
LegitlNoteBooks
Pens-Pencils-Markers
G..WUSports Wear
HA VEYOUR NAME IMPRINTED ON ANY
GARMENT BOUGHT HERE
Book Store
Hours
Monday through' .' 0'
Thursday
8:45 t06:30
Friday ,
8:45 t05:00
Saturday
~ept. 15, 22, 29 ,
9:00t01:00
GETYOUR FREE
CAMPUS TERM
PLANNER
GETYOUR
FREE
CAMPUS
TERM
PLANNER
. ~eptember12, 1973-7.
. COME AND SEEA FREE DEMONSTRATION
. OF THIS AMAZING NEW METHOD THAT
IS GUARANTEED TO TRIPLE YOUR READING
SPEED WITH GOOD COMPREHENSIONI .
READING GETTING YOU DOWN?
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
- in'Li/es you /0 a free demonstration of this intemationallv famous me/hod. You wt11see'an
amazing. documented film about Reading Dynamics and Ieam how il can help you to jaster
reading and understanding. :
OVER 500,000 GRADUATES"READ -
AN AVERAGE OF 47 TIMES FASTER- How.ls this dl!feren~ from other courses?. Conventional rapid' reading cour~es try. for 450-
with equal or better comprehenslonl 600 words per minute. Most· Reading Dynamics
. In the 22 years since Mrs. Wood made the startling graduates can read 1,000·3,000 words per minute.
discovery that led to the development of her unique. Yet our students don't skip or skim. You read every
. method, over·500,00D people have taken this single word. No machines are used. You use your
course. These are people with different educations, hand as a pacer. And you will actually understand
different (Q's • • • students, business men, house- more, remember more aod enjoy more of what you
wives. All of them-even the slowest-now read an read.
average novel-in less than 2 hours. You can, too.
We guarantee it.
Acclaimed by public figures
.. In 1962, tho late President Kennedy invited Mrs.
Wood to the White House where she taught the
· course, at his request, to members of The Cabinet
• and the White House Staff.
Senator Herman E. Talmadge, G~orgia; "In my
I opinion, if these reading techniques were instituted
in the public and private schools of our countrY, it
, would be the greatest single step we could take in
educational progress."·
o Senator William Proxmire, Wisconsin: "I must say
that this is one of the most useful educational ex- .
'. . periences I have ever h~d.1t certainly compares
favorably with the experiences I've had ~ Yale and
Harvard:'
So revolutionary-It made news!
Results have been reported in newspapers, nme,
· Newsweek, Business Week and Esquire. Demon-
strators have appeared en television with Jack
..Poor, Garry Moore and Art Linkletter.
,
YOU MUST IMPROVE OR YOUR
MONEY BACK
We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of
each studenti'T LEAST3 times with good compre-
hension. We will refund the entire tuition to any stu-·
dent who, after completing minimumclass and study
requirements, does not at least triple his reading ,
efficiency as measured by standardized testing.
. FREE DEMONSTRATION:
~---------:-mVE.LYN WOODREADINGDYNAMICSINSTITUTE
.THURSDAY·
Sept 13
.'2 noon, 3 pm and·8 pm
Conc.ordia
. ..
UnOited Church
20th 'and G Streets
(across from campusJ.
8"":'September 12, 1973.
Soviet Union
[Continued from Page 4]
when they are among the
worst, examples when it
·comes to human decency?'
It appears that we have
bargained passively, and
the results of this are most
obvious. If the USSR needs
our grain and trucks so
badly, then I think we are in
the position to say, well if
you want them, and you
know you can't get them
..'anywhere else, stralqhten
..'out your domestic situation
or we won't trade. Now
· there are those who say lt's
·none of our business, but
as long as lt'sour grain and
our trucks, they might,
consider the alternative.
The issue appears to be
. whether we as a nation
'.. should rationalize their be-
havior ,conceptual izing_
their image in terms of
Brezhnev hugging Chuck-
Conners, and fail to see the
true grim realities that extst'
there. There doesn't appear.
much that can be done, but
it disturbs this columnist i
•thaUhe executive branch of I
our government appears to I
be '.'unconcerned with the'
situation over there. The
government ooesn't.hsve to '
make a public spectacle of
the position advocated, but
at least it should be
broU9ht~~uinMg~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tions, which apparently it
hasn't been.
I'd hope that before we
are all asked to pay a 10 to
15% yearly increase in
grain and meat prices, the
.Government would get a
bargain thatwould be more
consistent with its own
rhetoric of international
rights and freedom .
ArthurKincy
To Speak Here
Arthur Kinoy, Rutgers
University law professor
and national vice-president
of the National Lawyers
Guild,will speak at. the
National Law Center on
Monday, September 24, at
8 p.m. in. room 10. An ex-
pert in constitutional law,
Kinoy was counsel in
Dombrowski v. Pfister and
handled the appeal in the
Chicago 7 conspiracy case.
The program will be pre-
sented under the auspices
of the National Lawyers
Guild / and informational
material about the Guild
will be available.
,
WRITE FORUS
WHY PAY MORE
FOR. LAW BOOKS?
75% of our casebooks are discounted
/.
Coif and Gilbert outlines
are discounted
30% discounts on
quality used casebooks
'Complete Selectionof hornbooks, .
supplemental texts and paperbacks
~, PLEASECHECK US OUT AT ...
WASHINGTON 'LAW BOOK CO.
'1917 Eye,St.,N.W. Tel. 785-0424
BAR REVIEW· SCHOOL '
LONG COURSE STARTS ,OCTOBER.4, 1973
YOU ARE INVITED .
without obligation .
TO ATTEND AN OPENING LECTURE
on the multistate subject of Contracts on Thursday, October 4,
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m, or from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Space is .
limited. Seats are available on a first call basis.
The Long COurse Includes lectures on all the multlstate subjects' of Contracts, Evidence,
Criminal Law, Torts and Real Property, and on the other general law subjects .of Agency,
Negotiable Instruments, Constitutional Law, Conflicts, and Personal Property. There will be a'
day and an evening course. Day classes are held from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., and evening classes
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m, twice a week on Thursdays and Fridays. Students may alternate day
and evening sessions at any time.
In addition, the foilOwing lectures will be given on Wednesdays from 1 :30 to 3:30 p.m.: Civil
Procedure, Equity, Partnerships, Crlmlnef Procedure, and Corporations. The course ends
November 16, 1973.
Day and Eve. Long COurses start .
OCtober 4 through Nov. 16
Regular 6-week COurses,
Eve., Jan. 9 to Feb. 15 and
Day, Jan. 15 to Feb; 22
intensive 3-week COurses start
Jan. 9-31.andJan. 30 to Feb. 22
The Regular Six-Week COurse meets dally, Monday through Friday. The Day COurse Is held
from 1 :3Ot03:3Op.m., and the Evening COurse from 6:3Ot08:3Op.m. '
The Maryland Course meets also on Thursdays and Fridays, 8:3Ot010:15p.m.
The Virginia COurse also meets on Mondays and Tuesdays, 8:30 to 10:15 p.m.
The Intensive Three-Week COurse-same as abOve, except students attend day and evening sessions.
All COurses are approved for Veteran's Benefits.
1334 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005'
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Day and Eve. Long Courses start
OCtober 4 through Nov. 16
'Regular6-week Day & Eve. COurses
start Jan. 9 through Feb. 22
Intensive 3-week COurses start
Jan. 9-31 and Jan. 3O-Feb; 22.
Eleven-Day COurse starts Feb. 7-22.
VIRGINIA
All of these lectures are In addition to the main program 'and will, of course, be repeated
during the Regular D.C., Maryland and Virginia COurses. .
.Special multiple choice qulz-and-answer sessions will be held upon completion of each
multistate subject during the Regular COurse. The tests will provide Immediate sell-testing in
the understanding of the law. Enrollees In the Long COurse may attend any and all of the
lectures offered In the Regular COurse and in the entire course program at no additional cost;
MARYLAND MULTISTATE
Day and Eve. Long COurses start
October 4 through Nov. 16
Regular 6-week COurses, ,
Eve., Jan. 7 to Feb. 15 and
Day, Jan. 7to Feb. 22
Day and Eve. Courses start OCt. 4 to Nov. 2
Eve.-Jan. 9 to Jan. 29 or
Day-Feb. 1 to Feb. 22 or
Twice dally-Feb. 7 to 22
Tel. [202] 347·7574
